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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently there has been an upsurge of Interest In the properties of granular

superconductors in the magnetic field [1-71. These systems are notable for the

existence of a new superconductive state that Is the superconductive analogue of

the low-tenperature state In spin glasses. Hereafter we shall call this state the

spin-glass superconductive (SGS) state. The SGS was theoretically predicted In

C1-4) and soae of its properties were observed in the experiments [5-7],

These systems hare two-level organization: intragranulor where ordinary

superconductive <SC> order parameter is generated and Intergranular that can be

described as the Interaction between the phases of the order parameters In

different granules. The macroscopic properties of the systems are governed mainly

by the latter. The energy of the interaction between the phases across the

junctions between the granules Is given by:

H = r Ji,<o" cos<*, - f, - fij) 1 (I)

where tt. is the phase of the 1"* granule, in Is the phase difference originating

fron the magnetic field H, J.j c o > Is the energy of the Junction that can be

expressed through the critical current ItJ*: J u
f < " = h Iu'/2e. There are two

different Junction types: the Josephsan Junction through a dialectic layer and

the proximity Junction through the normo1 aetal. In tbe farmer case the Junction

energy Is given by:

(2)

where Ri> Is the nornal resistance between granules, fl(T> Is the superconductive
gap, while In the latter i t can be approximated by.

where £ n(T) i s the coherence length In tbe normal setal, To - the intragranular
transition tenperature, rtt - the ninlnal distance between granules <i, j ) , the
f-functlon describes the magnetic field Influence on the magnitude of the
Intergranular interaction tlH = <fe/2eH)"9 Is the aagnetlc length). Ve shall
discuss the role at f-function below, here we only note that f <0> = l and f(«)=0.
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Below we shall consider only the temperature range near the transition point

(Tc) into macroscoptcally coherent state. In some cases this transition point is

close to the lntragranular SC-transition (Tc * To), then the temperature

dependence of the Junction energy nust be taken into account:
J">> * To - T (Josephson)

<4>
* (To - T)» (proximity)

Kultlphase samples Df the superconductive ceramics (both types of them: the

BaPbBlO, [61 and La(Y)Ba(Sr>CuO*-type (5-7]) are very possible candidates for the

Josephson networks that render a SGS-behaviour in weak magnetic fields as was

suggested by experiments (5-7J. Ve shall discuss the results at the experiments

[5-7] below (Bee 5) and propose the experiments that can unasblguously

corroborate (or contradict) the existence of the spin-glass superconductivity in

these exciting materials.

The network of the proximity Junctions between SC granules is generated in

the compound system cf Fb granules (appr. lum size) inaersed into Zn matrix [9].

Generally the proximity network can exhibit two regimes of different kind:

If £ n
( T ) » r u (the mean latergranular distance) then the fluctuations of

Interaction Jtj < O 1 are negligible and the network as a whole at H*0 is described

by weakly disordered XT-model (10], whereas in the opposite Unit ( ? n(T) « rtj>

the system resembles the percolation network (see e.g. [9, 11]. Below we shall be

concerned only with the latter case. The percolation networks can also be created

artificially (the system of Josephson-coupled SC granules in the dielectic

provides very good example), they were studied extensively In the last few years

(see e.g. (12, 131).

In the absence of the magnetic field Itn = 0 in (1)) the system undergoes

the phase transition into the ordered low-temperature state. The magnetic field

changes the situation drastically: phases in in the energy (1> are no longer

zeros and that leads to the frustration of the interaction (1). The values of in

are given by: —

fx, = 1/fo I Adx1 (5)

io is quantum of flux, A - vectoV potential where the Integral is taken over the

straight line connecting the centres of I"1 and Jth granules. The effect of the

frustration is large if the plaquette suns of in over the relevant contours are

large (E in ) 2n>. In the case of the proximity networks relevant contours
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contain only the neighbouring granules, thus the characteristic value of the

magnetic field that Induce strong frustration is

Ho = (x, - x,) (6)

If the mean granular radius a o Is small d « « 114) then Ho Is too small to

suppress the lntragrsnular SC. In the case of the Josephson-coupled percolation

network the relevant contours have the large size of the percolation correlation

length & , • <p - p.) , thus Ho = it,/1 „* (the existence of the spin-glass

superconductive state was predicted for these systems In [3]).

Ve have mentioned several types of the physical systems that can possess SGS

low-temperature state in a broad range of magnetic fields. All these SC networks

can probably be characterized as the systems with short-range Interaction.

Unfortunately, the only comprehensible model of the spin glass remains as before

the Sherrington-Klrkpatrlck model [14] with infinite-range interaction. Therefore

we begin our theoretical Investigation of SGS state with the formulation of the

SC analogue of Sherrlngton-Klrkpatrlck model.

We consider the model, constituted by two arrays of the SC wires. Each array

contains S parallel wires of equal length and wires from different arrays are

perpendicular to each other. The spacings between adjacent parallel wires are

random, their average equals I. Each wire from one array has Josephson Junction

with each wire of the other array. In the presence of a magnetic field the phase

of the order parameter varies along the wire; we denote by it the phase in the

middle of the I"1 wire (the wires are supposed to be thin so that the variation

of phase across the wire can be Ignored), then the phase in induced by the

magnetic field equals in = xiyjlH~
a, where 1M - (hc/ZeH)1'3 is the magnetic

length , xi and y, are the coordinates of the wires of the first and the second

arrays (see Fig.1).

Below we shall suppose that 1» « L = SI (i.a. H » H" = io/V) so that phases

in are large. Then the system properties depend on H with characteristic scale

Ho given by

Ho

At M » Ho one flux quantum pass through the average area between adjacent wires.

At H D Ho the interaction (1) is completely random and corresponds to XY spin

glass. In the region H* <t H if Ho the intervening behaviour of the "correlated
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spin glass" will be obtained.

We discuss also another type of a nodel systen which we Introduce to fill

the gap between Infinite-range nodel and real systeas with short-range

interaction. Ve consider the systen of the SC Mires (each of the length L) placed

and oriented at randoa on the plane with the area concentration f± n L~3.

Josephscn Junctions are attributed to the each Intersection between the wires and

the total linear size of the systen Is £ • L. Thus we obtain 2D systen with

large-but finite - coordination number Z ' L* » 1. Characteristic value Ho of

the ngnetic field Is

The 3D analogue of that system Is aore Interesting. It can bo produced either by

proximity or by Josephson-coupled networks with needle-Ilka grains randonly

situated In 3D Matrix ("stack of hay'). The estimations for the effective

coordination nuaber Z and characteristic field Ho are

Z — p d»fr Laj H o ~ p to d.ft (9)

Mere p Is tbe voluoe density of the needles, d»»» = nsx(d, "7j[T) ) ( d is needle

thickness and ^ ( T ) defined above. The experimental study of such a systen at

K)Ha can resolve the long-standing controversy about the existence of

thernodynanic phase transition In 3D vector spin glass [ 15, 16, 17].

Below in Sec.2 of this paper we shall show that the Infinite-range nodel

undergoes thernodynanic phase transition at T = T«(H) to the low-temperature SGS

state. If the teoperature approaches T<(H> fron above then the critical slowing

down develops. Specifically, we study tbe dianagnetlc response H(u) of the

network to the variation of tbe magnetic field. For above Tc the response Is due

to the normal currents through the Junctions. Bear the transition tenpernture the

resonse to the H(t) Increases logarithmically' with decrease of the reduced

tenperature T = T/T.-l or frequency u; noreaver, the critical growth of the

Inductive part of response sets In.

In Sec.3 the properties of low-tenperature SGS state are studied within the

Infinite-range nodel. It Is shown that SGS state Is nan-ergodlc and history-

dependent. History-dependent "equations of state" are derived and some of their

properties are discussed. Particularly, the dlaoagnetlc response to variation Df

the Magnetic field st T < T, is predicted. The Sec.4 Is devoted to qualitative

study of the above-mentioned 3D model with large but finite coordination nunber

("Stack of hay"). Here we proceed on the same lines as for tbe lnfinlte-rango

nodel and conpare the results obtained, In particular, we predict nuch more

strong dynamic dlanagnetlc effects far the finite range systen, whereas low-

tenperature lrreverelblllty effects are expected to be slnllar In both systems.

In the last Sec.5 we discuss our results and propose the experiments needed

for elucidation Df GSC state in real systems. Ve also make sane comments to

previous experimental (5-71, and Hone-Carlo 111 studies. The relevance of these

studies to the problem of the phase transition In the short-range vector spin

glasses Is discussed also.

II. IMFnrTF-R*IGR ^DDEL: T-(H) HID CRITICAL DTIAH1CS

The Haniltonian Is of the form (cf. Eq.(D):

H = -Be I S4« J,t Sj (10)

with Si = exp(lfi); J»j = Jexp(10u> = Jexp<xiyjlM~
a>. Here we neglect the

fluctuations of the Jtj'o>-values because they are irrelevant in the infinite-

range nodel. The Interactions J o In this systen are randon, their distribution

• can be described by the Bet of the Irreducible correlators:

K*. = J. j J, . ... Jj i = <--ll"t~>—' J*-

Each Index In the correlator (11) Is repeated twice, but no emulation on

then Is supposed. (Equation (11) Is not valid In the case of a very weak magnetic

field (1M > II) that we do not consider here).

In the Unit of the large fields <1H * 1 I") all correlators Ka. with m>2 can

be neglected, so that we get the uncorreloted Interactions J o the sane as

Interactions In the spin-glass case. Ve shall not restrict ourselves to that

condition in the following, leaving only tbe condition 1H * II.

Ve start from the expression for the total current Iij through the Junction

(i,J) between !**• and J«* wires:

where the first tern corresponds to the normal current <R is the Junction

resistance), the second - to the superconductive current, while the last Is the

thernal noise (lyqulst) current distributed with the correlation function <Ju(t)

J(t)> = «; k«,iS(t-t')2T/R. The equation of motion for the set of phases <*i>

follows fron (12> and the current conservation (the Kircboff equations):

-4-
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= o r i,j = o

and can be rewritten In a nore convenient forn:

ix = -\ I J- (S.JIJSJ*) + Ji(t); <fi<t)^ k

<i3)

(t4>

In Eq.(14) and below the t ine Is measured In the dinensianless units t = t / t r -

= t<4eaST/Kba). Ve shal l use the nethad of the dynanlc generating functional 113,

191.

< U J > = J l i * < * i >J> expUty , rfj) WDy (15)

where the brackets < . . .> denote the averaging over the thenal noise and Mf.fi i s

the e f f ec t ive action A = At, + A.:

Ao = dt, A, = -1/2T f l ( y , - fj) J u SiS,*dt (16)

Ve begin with the calculation of the one-particle response and correlation

functions:

<S,*(t)

The response function G obeys the Dyson equation:

(17)

kj (18)

where G' is the sun of the one particle irreducible dlagrans (i.e. dlagrans which

cannot be disjointed by cutting one of the J-llnes). In the leading tera

approximation aver the J-value the function G' coincides with the bare (one-

point) response function Go. The high order terms over J lead to the "reaction-

field" corrections analogous to the TAP 120] tern In the spin-glass static

theory, thus we get G' = (1 + a - lu)-'. Below ve neglect the frequency

dependence Df o that does not affect the low-frequency and static properties of

the system. In the "thernodynanlc* Unit (B-*») the solution of the Eq. (18) Is

given by the sum Df dlagrans that does not contain self-crossings (Fig. 2):

E» * I K.(ITG-)3—'

Insertion of Ka» (Eq.(11)) into Eq.(19) and the sunmation of the obtained series

yields:

-6-

(G1)-' £ 1 + a - iu = C - + ™ | - G»(l - 'l^\i' <"-*>-' (20)
Above the transition paint (T > Tc) the fluctuation-dissipation thearen (FDT)

holds:

G(t) = - B(t)

that leads to the Identity: „

jG(t)dt= j
o

D(t)

D(t = 0) = <S. (0)S,*(0)> = 1

(21)

(22)

Then, we differentiate Eq.(20) with respect to u and take Into account Eq.(22),

finally we obtain that at the transition temperature T« (H) C / u becomes

singular, that yields the value of T.(H):

T«<H) = -J{ (23)' H T 1* ̂  - „

where Ho Is defined In (8). At H » Ho Eq. (23) coincides with the well-known

result for the IT spin glass 1141: T« = J^?/2. The function Tt(H> is presented

graphically on Fig.3.

At snail T = T/T. - 1 and low frequency u the equation (20) slnplifies:

(G» - l ) a + 2 T ( 0 » - 1> + ifu * 0

where T i s the kinetic coefficient:

r = (1 - «*>/(l + 3«>, • = (JI»/4T«;I) (Ho/H>

At H « Ho T ' (H/2K0)"*. while In the opposite limit H » Ho T

solve Eq.(24), Fourler-transforn It and get:

where

D(t)

(24)

Then we

G(t) = (rv4«)" a t-*'a exp(-t^to) (25)

The FDT (Eq. (21)) yields there fron the correlation function D(t):

ta ft-" 3 exp(-t/U) + («/to>"
a (er;(t/to."* - 1)1 (26)

These results (Eq.(24)-(26)) are valid near the transition point (T « D and

at large tine scales: t » I""1.

Vow we consider the system response to a slaw variation of the magnetic

field Hit). Ve study the total Induced magnetic moment M(t> of the system:

» = ; ! Iiji.y* - -I Xiyj [[£- J . U I J S I S J * ) eip(Ao(y,/) + A.ty.^J) DyD* -
(27)

- XiyiH/c2Etrl

Ve expand the exponential in (27) over powers of Ai, average all terms over

random Jij (note that Jtj dependence on tine through H<t) cannot be Ignored here)
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and sum up tbe resulting series In close analogy with the derivation of tbe

Eq.(19):

M(t> -C-'T:-) 3-;!:- t-iz * A'12 c^Rtf at l+«
D<t,t'> G(t,t'> (H(t> - H(t(>) d V ] (28)

(The details of the derivation of tbe Eq. (28) will be published elsewhere UJ).
To obtain the Induced magnetic nofflent above the transition temperature we Insert
expressions (25), (26) for 0 and D-functlons Into (28) and get;

where we have used the physical tine units: t = Ut, ti=rT-a(Bh*/4e*RT), C 1. The

first term In the brackets In Eq.(39) corresponds to the nornal current through

the Junctions while the second and the third are generated by superconductive

fluctuations. Tbe formula (29) neans that the effective conductivity of tbe

network Is proportional to log<mis(ti, u~*>) and the effective Inductance 1B

proportional to nlnUi, u~').

III. Infinttp-t-angp nndel: lnw-tenperatiire phase

The law-temperature phase of the system Is characterized by the existence of

a vast amount of netastable states. The transition tine t<.r between different

metastable states is exponentially long In the thernadynaolc Halt I»l. Ve

consider the dynaalcs of the systea at tine scales that are shorter than Ur, but

longer than t,: tP « t « ttr. At these tine Bcales It Is convenient to decompose

the response and the correlation functions into the fast and the slow (anomalous)

parts t19,21):

G(t,t') = CiU.t1) + &(t,t') D(t,t'> =T(t,t') + q(t,t') (30)

where fast functions CU.t1 ) and7>(t,t'> decrease rapidly at l t - f l » t , , while
the slow functions A(t , t ' ) and q<t,t') vary only at larger tine scales t»>. » tP

that characterize the variation of the external parameters (temperature and
magnetic f ield). Ve emphasize once more that the final state of the system does
not only depend on the final values of the external paraneters <T,H), but alea on
the path in tbe (H,T)-plane that has led to these final values (however, the rate
of the notion along the path does not matter). Here we shall obtain the equations
that describe the final state of the system (and Its history dependence) in the
leading approximation over the reduced temperature T = 1-T/Tc. Ve start from tbe
dynamic generating functional (IS), Its averaging over tbe randomness (cf.[191>

-8-

ylelde the effective action A =

ii.tf = lj[-S.(t)S.»(f) f,<t>*t<t'> QCt.t') +

+ (Si(t> fi(t) S*(t,f) Si(t') - h.c.)l dt dt'
(31)

In tbe t her Body nanic Unit Inl both functions Q(t.t') and R(t,t') can be

expressed through correlation functions D(t,t') and G(t,t'> (this fact is due to

the infinite-range interaction In the considered oodel). At small T«1 q<t,t')~t,

^(t,t>>-'T3 therefore keeping only the necessary terms (of the leading and the

next order over T ) we get [41 at large tine scales iti-tal » tr:

ECtt.ta) = L(ti,ta) 4(ti,ta) +l}('4(ti1t) iCt.ta) dt (32)

Q(t.,t*> = L(t,,ta) q(ti,t») +iftfi*(tt,t) q(t,t2) + q(t.,t) a(t»,t)ldt (33)

where we neglect the fast parts of & and q-functions that decay rapidly at Iti -

- t3t » tr, 1= «(3+«)/(1-e3), L(ti,ta) Is defined by the expression:

, t+ t > J*1 n l,elaI=«(H,-Ha),2 , 1
L(t,,ta) - i f ; K (1 - g l — - g j - 1- + ^, B.) ------------j (34)

where Hi.s 5 H(t,,a). T,,a = T(t,.a), gi,» 5 g(ti.a)

l -q(t,t)) (35)

(the last equality in (35) is the consequence of FDT that holds for G(t,ti) and

D(t,ti>.

Then we use the effective action (31) to determine tbe elow parts of the

correlation and response functions, i.e. functions q(t,t') and &(t,t') and obtain

the closed systen of equations on these functions. To average correlation and

response function with the effective action (31) we Introduce the additional

6low-varying field z(t) with gausslan distribution:

,t') (36)

low the averaging over thermodynonlc ("fast") fluctuations of S(t) - that Is

placed in the effective field h(t) = j(t) + J*H(t,t'> S(t')dt' - can be carried

over leaving only tbe averaging over z(t). Finally the averaging aver z(t)

keeping only the leading and the next orders over T yields the resulting

equations:

q(t,f) = Q(t,f) tl - Q(t,t) -

1/2 IQ(t,t')la + Q(t,t)Q(t',t')] +

(37)
t,t")R(f,t") dt"

-9-



Mt.t 1) * R(t,f)(l - Q(t,t) -Q(t',t') + 2Qa(t,t) +2«a(t\t')

(38)

+ Q(t,t)Q(f,t')l + 1/2 Qa(t',t) B*(t,t') +J Bo(t.t') M f . t ' ) dt"

The Eqs.(32,33,37,38) conprise the system of the non-linear integral equations

that determine the functions q(t,V> and &<t,t'>. These equations have a trivial

solution A(t,t'} = 8<t,t') = 0 that is analogous to the unstable rellca-symmetrlc

solution of the static model of the XY-spin glass 1141. Ve seek for another

solution that violates FDT and has a(t,t') * 0. The functions a(t,t") and B(t,t')

are retarded and that determines the Units of integration in the equations (37-

38). Using the condition A(t,f> * 0 in the limit f i t we get the useful

algebraic equations:

q(t.t-) . ^ • - 5 - 3 - ~ , t .

Q(t,t> = T,. + [2 + -4<fi*jJ •"•" < 3 9 )

P = J l 4 ' ( t , t ' ) q(t',t) + q ( t , f ) a(t,t')ldt' = T * » / ( 1 +<l>
where T«.=t(t). The quantity q<t,t) coincides with Edwards-Anderson order
parameter qc« in the spin glass theory. The dependence q»(T) for XY-spln glasses
was studied In (221 In the framework of Parlel replica-symmetry breaking scheme
[231. Our result (39) for q(t , t ) at large fields Ki>Ho coincides with q » ( t )
obtained in [221.

Insertion of the expressions for q(t , t ) and Q(t,t) into the system of
equations (32,33,37,38) simplifies i t s final form

[£ lq(t,,t,)l* - |
4*(t.,ta) *J Mti.t) &(t,ta> dt = 0

[| lq(ti,taH» - \
j 2

!|5
ohc

q<t,,ta>

q<t,ta) + i(ta,t)q"'(t,t,)]dt = 0

where -t,.a = T(ti,j), The system of equations (40) is Invariant under a

parametrizatlon t-it=t<t), A<t,t')iA(t, t1 >dt/dt therefore the solution Is

Invariant under the same transformation, I.e. the final state of the syetes does

not depend on the rate of motion along a given path In the (T,H> plane.

How we study the magnetic moment Ha of the system below T. generated by

superconductive currents Induced by slow variation of the magnetic field H<t):

q<t'.t)i«(t,t')]CH(t)-H(f ))df

-10-

The value of Ma depends on the path in the (H,T)-plsne. For Instance, K»=0 If the

magnetic field was varied only at T>Tc, while variations of the magnetic field

after coaling below Tt produce tbe dlanagnetlc response. The dlanagnetic response

to the variation Df tbe field 4H at a constant T<TC In the linear approximation

over SH follows from (39):

(42)

(at H»Ho B=0, while at H«Ko «-<l, see definition of n after the Eqs. (23,24).
The linear approximation (42) holds If the variation of the field is small

so that the induced changes In q( t , t ' ) and A(t,t') are small: <JH « fH»«K ~- efrtc/
(el2!*). If the variation of the field Is large (<5K » 6Hm»^1 then the Induced
magnetic moment tends to the maximum value M̂ »«,:

. (Kal>* eJ JIT?

IV. FIHITE-flAHGE MODELS

The problem of phase transition in 3D finite-range vector spin glasses is

the subject of the long-standing controversy. Recent Monte-Carlo simulations on

the nearest-neighbours models with XT (161 and Helzenberg 1171 spins are inter-

preted in favour of tbe absense of finite-temperature transition. Thus the tran-

sitions that are undaubtely observed In real nearly-isotroplc spin glasses (see

e.g.(241) Is attributed to the existence of tbe snail but relevant anizotropy.

The only (as far as we know) analitical theory of 30 spin glasses with long-but

finite range Interactions C151 predicts the existence of the transition at the

temperature Tc slightly lower than mean-field critical temperature T,""; tbe

nature of the transition and the values of critical exponents are shown to differ

drastically from the mean-field predictions. This discrepancy between this theory

and Konte-Carlo sinulations can be attributed to the differences between the

studied models (large Z-model In the theory and nearest-neighbours models In

simulations) but can also Indicate the possible errors in any of these

approaches. (Bate also, that Monte-Carlo simulations [ 11 on the SGS seems to be

in favour of finite-T« picture). The measurements on the system exhibiting SGS

behaviour opens the unique possibility to resolve this discrepancy

experimentally. Below we shall adopt the approach of tbe theory [151 and consider

Its consequences far SGS Systems with large-but-flnlte coordination number Z.

-11-



We start from the estinate of the T.(H> behaviour and consider 2D version of

the model, i.e. the systen SC wires (of lengths L and thickness d«l) randomly

situated and oriented on the plane with area density^* »L~*. Each Intersection of

two wires leads to the Josephson Junction of the strength J. The average

coordination number can be estimated as:

Then we consider the correlation properties of the effective interaction J u in

the large nagnetic fields (In « L) (cf. Eqs. (10, I D ) . The main contribution to

the correlator:

*...) = J* exp«i

comes from the configurations of three wires (lj,lc> with the area of small

triangle S » U M * (see Fig.4). Therefore It is easy to see that K.~ J*(WL>.

Slallar considerations for higher values of • shows that (»(2):

K_ = « . J-<WL>--a (a-~ D

Then we repeat the calculations of Sec.II and obtain the mean-field valuee of 2D

freezing temperature:

VTTT at H « to
Tajo"^ r*/ (471

J < T « . ) L V / at H » po

(for the J(T) dependence see Sec.I). *

!t should be stressed that the real theraodynamlc transition is undoubtedly

absent In 2D finite-range spin glass 1251. nevertheless the value of Tao*"r for

the large Z-systea is sensible as showing the range of tbe drastic slowing down

of dynamical processes.
Bow we proceed to the 3D model of needle-like SC grains immersed into

(wtalllc or a dielectric Matrix. In the first case tbe lntergraln Interaction is

due to the proxtalty affect and the effective thickness of the needle (I.e.

distance between two needles at which they interact strongly can be estimated ae

d-f# = max(d, £ «(T)>; It is supposed that d.»f « L. In the second case the

Interaction is of Josephson type and d»rr = d.

The average coordination nuaber Z can be estimated as

-12-

Here f le volune density of needles. The estimate of the Jij-aatrir correlations

are perforaed analogously to the 20 case but with one Important difference. Let

us consider 3 needles in 3D, then the existence of Interactions between first and

second needles, and between second and third ones does not van high probability

for the third-first Interaction to exist. Really this probability is of the order

of d.t./L. The 6ane factor appears (only once) for higher-order correlations,thus

MB obtain

J(T> = a» J(T>- <»>3> (49)

The asyaptotic estimations for Tc (H) following from (49) are similar to tbe

previous one:

( J(T«>(pd.,,L>"a(Ho/H>"a

J(T«) (pd.,,L a)" a

H* « K « Ho (50)

H » Ho » pd.r,*o (51)

levertheless the Important difference In the intermediate region H ~ Mo appears.

It can be shown that (due to extra factor d_»,/L in (49) the asymptotic

dependences (50) and (51) do not merge smoothly ae above, but nearly Intersect

each other so that tbe relative width of the crossover region Is of the order of

d/L, see Fig. 5.

Vow we consider dynamic critical phenomena occur ing at T-<T +0. First of all,

tbe general structure of Eq.(26) for dlamngnetic response is retained for finite-

range models. Thus frequency-dependent dlamagnetlc susceptibility can be

expressed (see Eqs.(28),(21)) as

= ao(l '-* dt) (52)

Here ao Is the high temperature value produced by normal currents whereas tbe

second tern of (52) Is generated by superconductive fluctuations and gives the

Mln contributions In tbe critical region T = T-T./T, H 1, where Eqs. (26) and

(29) are applicable. As teaperature decreases further, tbe true 3D critical

fluctuations develop. Then It Is tempting to express correlation function D(t) In

a scaling form (see e.g. 1261)

D(t) = I/t- g(t/t1) (53)

with ti&rt E being characteristic relaxation time (compare with Infinite-range

•odel where x=l/2, i = 2 are obtained). Unfortunately the results of paper [15]

cannot be directly applied for the determination Df these critical exponents

-13-
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because of different nature of the Jij-natrices (It is hernltlan matrix far SGS

problen but real symmetric one for the ordinary spin glass prablen studied in

(151). nevertheless it seems probable that qualitative features are the same I.e.

x<l/2 and values of z are large: z =• 6+10. Experimentally the exponent it can be

obtained by oeasurenents Df the inductive part of dianagnetic response at u»ti~'

and the exponent z - by Measurement of "phase angle* 9 at u « ti~<:
. a J»o(u) __

Moreover the whole scaling function g ( t / t i ) can be obtained by means of the
Inverse Fourier-transform of a(u).

How we proceed to the discussion of the law-temperature properties of the
SGS state In tbe finite-range systems. Since the rigorous theory of this state i s
absent we can only appeal to the analogies with spin glasses phenomenology. Many
features of the low-temperature behaviour of the real spin glasses are described
surprisingly well by tbe mean field theory whereas their behaviour at T ) T. Is
in a very poor agreement with MFA predictions. Particularly the boundary of the
non-ergodic behaviour (the de Almeldia-Thouless line [271) depends on the

external magnetic field H in the same way both in the real spin glasses and in
the MFA theory. Moreover the similar "dynamic freezing" was obtained even In
Xante-Carlo simulations [281 of the 2D Ising spin glass despite the absence of
the thermodynaalc transition. The value of the exponent (2/3) of the de Alaelda -
Thouless law (Tf (0) - T*(h>"" h*'*> is the direct consequence [293 of the KFA
relation q(r>~ ITI for the Edwards-Anderson order parameter measured on short
time scales. Therefore the experimental corroboration of the exponent 2/3 Is
indication of the applicability at the UFA relation q(T)/vr to the real spin
glasses. Actuated by these arguments we suppose that in the SGS state the
dependence (42) for the differential dlamagnetic susceptibility holds also for
the real systems:

X = B I T I * (56)

since it fallows fran general Eq. (41) and relations 4*q3, q-vltl that are likely

to be valid in the real systems. However we cannot rule out the possibility that

Eq.(56) holds only in non-equilibrium regime with B being slow (say, logarithmic)

function of time. The same arguments can be applied to the Eq.(43) for the

maximum value of the Induced magnetic moment

V. DISCnSSIOM

1. Ve have shown that the random network of infinite-range Josephson

Junctions situated in the magnetic field undergoes the phase transition Into the

spin glass state. If temperature approaches Te from above then critical slowing

down appears that results in the anomalously large response to a weak alternating

Magnetic field (29). In the low-temperature state the properties of the system

depends on Its history. Ve have ignored exponentially rare transitions between

different metastable states and obtained the system of the Eqs.(40) that describe

the properties of the system and their dependence on tbe path In (H,T)-plane

along which the system was "moved*. In particular, we calculated the dianagnetic

response to slow variations of the external magnetic field (42). Our result (42)

is in accordance with computations of the transverse stiffness j>. of the vector

infinite-range spin glass [301: p.-T*. All these phenomena occur In a wide range

of magnetic fields H U M ) * » to. The behaviour of the systen in the vicinity of

the critical temperature is universal and does not depend on H (whereas T.-

dependence on H Is given by (23)), Ve have tacitly supposed In the main part of

the paper that the considered temperature range is smaller than the transition

temperature To of each wire. If it is not true, then J(T)-dependence must be

taken into account In all formula throughout the paper. In particular, Eq.(23)

have to be considered as an equation for T« (with J replaced by J(T«) in the

right-hand side). Then we obtain (with Eq.(4) the T*(H)-dependences in the field

range H» * H « Ho:
I H1'* (Josephson)

TI(0)-T=(H>— •{ (57)
(proximity)

which holds if To-T«(0) « T«(0) - T«(H).

We have also discussed and studied more general model of the weak-links SC

network with large but finite coordination number. Ve argue that the Bain

qualitative prediclons for SGS state must hold in this model, (see Eqs.(50-

51),(54-55),<56>). Ve propose the experiments that can resolve the long-standing

controversy 115-17] about the existence of the thermodynanic transition in vector

spin-glasses.

2.The system of SC Pb granules immersed into Zn matrix provides a convenient

-14-
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example of the network of proximity Junctions, a realization Df this system was

studied experimentally la [9] where the exploited granules had the size about

the Interaction length £ n<?) * 1.5 + 2un and the Dean Intergranular distance

lij=>6(jn, so that the condition l u 11 £, n<T) was satisfied. The transition Into

macroscopically coherent state <at H = 0) was observed at Tc " 4*K, that le

considerably lower than the transition temperature In each Pb grain <T©»7.2'K).

Unfortunatly, the effect of magnetic field was not studied In [91. This effect

was studied In HC simulations on the analogous system ( U , where the finite value

of the superconductive density was obtained In the low-temperature phase. The

dependence Tc(H) obtained In these simulation decreases with the field increase

and saturates at H»Ho with T«<H»Ho>*0.7 TcCO). These results agree qualitatively

with our theory despite the simulation was performed an the system with short

range Interactions. However the exact nature of the transition was not setted

unanbigiously (the results (91 contradict the spin-glass simulations [16,17] that

do not show thermodynamlc transition). Therefore the experimental study of the

SGS state is highly desirable. If the low-frequency diamagnetlc measurement show

the critical slowing down at T-tT.* then It would Indicate the existence of the

theroodynamic transition.*

3. Kecent experiments 15-7] on superconductive ceramics LoBa(Sr)CuO<t point

toward the existence of the SGS state in a wide range of magnetic fields (0.1 *

100 Oe In (61 and 300+10* Oe in 15)) that can be a consequence of the frustration

of the lntergranular Josephson couplings. However, these experiments cannot

discriminate unanbiglausly between the SGS state and the pinned Abrlcosov etate,

that can be done by a measurements either

I) at the critical enhancement of the effective conductivity and lnductivity that

is small for the transition into Abrlcosov etate, and large for the SGS-

transltlon (52) or

II) temperature dependence of the superconductive density p. which In the SGS

state Is

p. (58)

The Tc(H)-dependence In a real Pb-Zn composite system may differ from the
dependence obtained In the slnulations (1) because the latter did not take
Into account the dependence of intergranular Interaction strength on the
magnetic field (cf. our Eq.(3)) so that the gradual decreasing of T* in
large magnetic fields Is more plausible in the real systems.

-16-

<thls formulae is valid If J does not depend on T in the considered temperature
range).

Unfortunatly the observed 151 T« (ID-dependence cannot be Interpolated

as de Alaeida-Thouless (271 line, since the role of magnetic field in the SOS

state and in the spin glasses Is rather different.
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